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174 NOTES OF THE UT7ABTER.

LECTURES ON THE COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR OF THE SEMITIC

LANGUAGES. From the papers of the late WILLIAM

WRIGHT, LL.D., Professor of Arabic in the University
of Cambridge. (Cambridge, at the University Press,
1890, pp. 288.)

If we overcome the feeling of sadness that the author of
the above-mentioned work is no more, nothing but pleasure
is in store for the reader of these lectures which he has
bequeathed to the students of Semitic philology. It is
particularly lamentable that he was not spared to take into
consideration the two latest works in this province which
claim to do away with so many views hitherto sustained,
and the ingenuity of which has opened up quite a new field
of investigation, Like the foregoing works Wright's book
extends over the whole realm of the Semitic dialects, but
it omits entirely any theory concerning the formation of
the nouns as well as the usual classification of their forms.
The author has probably deemed it to be beyond his task,
and declined consequently to give his young hearers a
system, the deficiency of which was evidently too manifest
to him. But on the other hand he does not give the
•slightest reason for this omission, nor does he intimate
the existence of any other theory, with the exception of
some remarks at the beginning of the chapter on the verb.
The lectures thus extend over the Phonology and all the
rest of the Morphology. I t is surely an unsurpassable
masterpiece to treat of so vast a subject in less than 300
pages. Yet the diction is transparent and clear, nay almost
popular—as the lectures were meant for undergraduates—
even though every word is written with the utmost care.
The unhappy circumstance that the author was prevented
by death from putting the finishing touch to his book was
fully made up by its being edited, prefaced and annotated
by Professor W. Robertson Smith, whilst Professor Th.
iNoldeke read the proofs and added notes and corrections.

The introductory chapters are devoted to a risumS of the
latest investigations concerning the cradle of the Semitic
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peoples, which the author, in common with Sayce, Schrader,
and de Goeje, considers to have been in the South, and also
to a survey of the single Semitic dialects.

To these general remarks I should like to attach a few
details which include one or two unimportant suggestions.
Referring to the chapter of the pronouns the author agrees
with all other grammarians, that the demonstrative pronouns
PIJPI and NlPlPl are a combination of PIT resp. N1PI with
the article. I t seems peculiar that no other Semitic
language has this combination, whilst some place the
demonstrative element ha before the pronoun da. On the
other hand no Semitic language, nor even the Phoenician,
puts the article before the pron. demonstr. and Mesa' 1. 3,
neither. The treatment of PlTPl and X1P1PI as adjectives is
after all only owing to external formation and is frequently
omitted also in Hebrew (see the instances given in Gesenius-
Kautzsch. Hebr. Gramm. 24th ed. p. 289, to which are to
be added Leut. xxi. 20, Jos. ii. 14, 20.) We should thus
expect that the PI before PIT and X1PI (with Dagesh follow-
ing) should properly be not the article as such, but also
a demonstrative prefix which was originally PI, but was
gradually treated as analogous to the article by sharpening
the syllable and Dagesh following. The Phoenician form
TX which Wright disunites from PlTPl, may yet perhaps
have corresponded to it, and have been pronounced 'aza with
the PI dropped, just as the Vulgar-Arabic add ; as to N1PIPI
and DPIPI cp. the Vulg. Arab, aho and ahom [Wr. p. 107,
Spitta, G.A.V. p. 76]. Whether cases as DV3PI, Gen.

xviii. 32, DVPl in the signification to-day, POfcJTl Jer. xxviii.
16, had originally the same PI or the real article is more
difficult to decide. But with respect to the last instance
we may quote the Bedouin <UXJU» which Noldeke [Wright,
p. 115, note 1] dissolves in <U£kH ^Jlas.1

1 Cp. Gesen.-X. ibid. p. 102.
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As to the relative pronoun *)&H Wright, mentioning
the view which connects it with Aram. *11"lX, inclines to
acknowledge the other theory of Ewald-Bottcher that it is
compounded rather of 7 ^ + a prosthetic, but with the
modification that its origin is to be sought for in the region
of the demonstrative pronoun. The fundamental element
seems to be the demonstr. fc? (Hommel, Z.D.M.G. 32, 708)
which in Phoenician, with the prosthetic or rather likewise
demonstrative X, was pronounced Wit as or ale (Wr. p.
119, cp. Ges.-K. p. 102).1 Such a word, however, being
impossible in Hebrew, the second syllable was closed by a
liquid or guttural r which originally did not belong to the
root, the addition of which may yet have been supported
by the tendency to triliterality (see the examples with "I
added at the end in Olshausen's Gramm. § 216c). The
liquid character of this "1 is particularly visible in the forms
JJ> [with Dagesh following] and 7 ^ which represent the
archaic form and are used preferentially in poetic passages,
but were supplanted gradually by the fuller form "lE^K.

With reference to 7W$ti [p. 85, cp. Olshausen, § 202b.]
the author mentions the Syriac 'j^yVn. Also Levy in his
Dictionary to the Targums gives to the 'Ayn a Patah.2 In
two rather old Yemen MSS. belonging to the Montefiore
College Library, cod. Montef. 501 [Haftaroth] and 506
[part of the Pent.] both with Targum and written with the
Babylonian system of vowels, I find always KlTtyO with
Qamez.

As to the chapter of the nouns, the author confines his

1 The use of HT as relative pronoun in poetic speech shows the close relation-
ship between it and E* resp. CK, cp. Aethiop. za, Aram. J cp. Gesen.-K. ibid,
p. 308.

2 Probably on account of an erroneous derivation from "1JJD. Buxtorf's
Coiicordantiae have the word under this root
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remarks to the gender and the attaching of the suffixes.
Only—as said above—at the introduction to the chapter of
the verb he accentuates the close relationship which prevails
between this and the noun. With Stade he confesses to
have long believed that the verbal forms of the Semitic
languages are really nominal forms, mostly in combination
with pronouns. The question concerning the precedence
of nomen or verbum has been lately raised with much vigour
through Lagarde and Barth. Wright's view coincides in
so far with that of Barth, as the latter, although he does
not seem inclined to give a decided answer, for the nouns
derived from the Perfect-stem, ascribes the precedence to the
noun, but not for the nouns derived from the Imperfect-
stem. This view is most likely influenced by the circum-
stance that the imperfect includes principally future actions
which cannot be conceived and expressed otherwise than
through a verbal idea [Wr. p. 179], whilst completed actions
can easily be comprehended as something existing, or a
nominal idea. This, however, is by no means sufficient to
help us in dealing with the above question, which will
perhaps hardly be satisfactorily answered, owing to our
most scant knowledge of the development of the elements
of human culture.

In treating of the verb Wright starts from the three
fundamental forms qatal, qatil, qatul, which by doubling one
of the consonants or lengthening a vowel developed into the
other forms. By lengthening the first vowel, he says, arose
the form qatal, which by changing the vowel of the second
syllable into i became indistinguishable from the hightening
of qatil into qatil. Apparently Wright does not share fully
the view hitherto generally held that the participle active
was developed from an older form qatal, but says expressly
[p. 197] that the form qatil may be explained in one of
two ways, the second of which is the hightening of the first
syllable of qatil into qatil, thus corroborating the view so
strongly advocated by Barth \Nominalbildung, p. 200, and
Z.D.M.GL 44, 685]. Yet Wright, on the other hand,
admits—what Barth emphatically denies—the existence of

J.B.A.S. 1892. 12
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forms fa'al, viz. DHH, Arab. p\±. and Zj& = l j \ £ : As
to Dnn we may quote the longer form nDJTl [Gen. xxxviii.
25], which may fairly be subjected to the rule expounded
by Barth, Z.D.M.G. ibid. 606. Perhaps DJlPl had origin-
ally also an /-sound in the second syllable, and is only a
transformation of OfTI.

According to the theory of deriving the verbal forms from
an original noun Wright regards the 3rd pers. pi. m. perf.
to be qataluna, in opposition to Noldeke [Z.D.M.G. 38, 411],
who declares it to be only ending in u, the n being affixed
later on. "Wright seems to have thought that the n belonged
to the ending of the plural in primitive Semitic, which
however does not entirely agree with his own opinion con-
cerning the formation of the plural of the noun by
lengthening the vowel-ending of the singular, viz. into u.
The addition of the n is here hardly sufficiently explained;
on the other hand, examples quoted by him from Assyrian
[p. 147] malkl, uml, pagri, etc., seem to strengthen the idea
of the plural as having been formed without n. With this
Noldeke's ending of the plural u coincides very well. The
same is to be said concerning the ending 3rd pers. pi. f.
which Wright traces as qatalana against Noldeke-Hoffman
qatala. Wright himself takes at this place notice of his
disagreement with the opinions of these scholars.

The same is again repeated where Wright denotes the
oldest form of the 3rd p. imp. to be Una. To this much
the same may be applicable as to the perfect. The ending
of the 2nd pers. sing. m. perf. is regarded by Noldeke as
being ta, by Wright however ta, whilst the lengthening,
according to his view, was brought forward by the weight
of the accent.

H . HlRSCHFELD.


